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In-plane and out-of-plane correlations of light charged particles and neutrons emitted in the
35Cl s260 MeVd+24Mg complete fusion reaction have been measured to investigate deformation and angular
momentum effects upon the decay of59Cu compound nucleus. An array of 21 BaF2 crystals has been used to
identify the light charged particlessZø4d and neutrons emitted in coincidence with heavy fragmentssZù5d
detected in six ionization chamber telescopes. Coincident energy spectra and angular distributions of neutrons,
protons, anda-particles have been described by the statistical-model calculations with nuclear level densities
tuned to take account of deformation effects in the emitters. This spin-dependent approach suggests the onset
of large nuclear deformation in59Cu at high spin. This conclusion is consistent with the recent observation of
a superdeformed band in the59Cu nucleus.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, deep-inelastic(DI) orbiting col-
lision, fusion-fission(FF), and fusion-evaporation(FE) pro-
cesses between light heavy ions have been extensively stud-
ied [1–3] in order to investigate the macroscopic properties
of highly excited and deformed dinuclei. Some of the char-
acteristic properties of hot nuclei at high spin have been well
explained in the framework of existing FF models[1,4] in-
dicating that DI process is not the dominant mechanism in
the 45øACNø60 light-mass region. In this context the
35Cl s280 MeVd+ 24Mg reaction has been studied in great de-
tail [5–11]. It has been shown that after complete fusion(CF)
asymmetrical fission[6,8] occurs at a significant level for the
59Cu compound nucleus(CN) according to what has been
observed previously for neighboring nuclei[1,4]. However,
the possible contribution of a long-lived DI process could not
be ruled out[6]. At high excitation energy and angular mo-
mentum a rich variety of nuclear shapes can be encountered.
For example, variations in the nuclear deformation should be
reflected in particle emission through modification of the
emission barriers and nuclear level densities. A number of
studies have used the light charged particle(LCP) emission

to probe the individual reaction mechanisms in the light-
mass region under consideration[12–37]. In particular, a
statistical-model analysis ofa-particle spectra shapes in co-
incidence with the evaporation residues(ER) from 59Cu pro-
duced in the32S+27Al reaction suggests strong angular mo-
mentum induced deformations, larger than those predicted by
rotating liquid-drop model(RLDM) calculations [12–15].
Furthermore, superdeformed(SD) rotational bands have
been found in various mass regions(A=40, 60, 80, 130, 150,
and 190) and, very recently, one SD band has also been
discovered in the59Cu nucleus[38–41] in agreement with
the predictions of either Skyrme-Hartree-Fock and
Strutinsky-Woods-Saxon calculations[42] or relativistic
mean-field theories[43].

As an attempt to understand why these systems undergo a
FF process, we propose to investigate their shapes at high
excitation energy and angular momentum. In this paper, ex-
perimental results are presented on light particle(LP) emis-
sion (both LCP and neutron emission are considered) follow-
ing the FE of the59Cu CN formed in the35Cl s260 MeVd
+ 24Mg reaction. The analysis is intended to provide insight
into the deformation of this CN. Inclusive experiments have
already been dedicated to thea-particle evaporation from the
59Cu CN formed by the32S+27Al entrance channel[12–15]
but they were largely limited to inclusivea-particle energy
spectra. We shall focus here on exclusive LP angular corre-
lations for the FE process. The35Cl+ 24Mg reaction has been
studied extensively using inclusive data[5,6] and fragment-
fragment angular correlations data[7,8] measured at some-
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what higher incident energiesfElabs35Cld<280 MeVg. The
results have shown that the FF process is also an open chan-
nel to produce the binary reaction products. Preliminary LP
results of the present work have already been reported else-
where [9]. Exclusive measurements of LCP from both FF
and DI processes[10] will be discussed in a forthcoming
publication.

The paper is organized in the following way. The experi-
mental setup and LP discrimination techniques are described
briefly in the following section. The experimental results are
presented in Sec. III. Section IV contains the description of
the theoretical framework for the statistical model using a
Monte Carlo version of theCASCADE Hauser-Feshbach
evaporation code[12,13,44]. This is followed by a detailed
comparison of its predictions with the experimental results.
Concluding remarks are presented in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The experiment was performed at the Saclay Post-
Accelerator Tandem Facility. The 260 MeV35Cl pulsed
beam was incident on a 250mg/cm2 thick, self-supporting,
99.9% enriched24Mg target mounted in the 2 m diameter
scattering chamber “chambre 2000.” Carbon and oxygen
contaminants in the target were each estimated to be less
than 10mg/cm2 thick, using a 2 MeVa-beam backscatter-
ing technique[6]. The time structure of the pulsed beam had
a period of 74 ns and was used in the time-of-flight(TOF)
measurement. The experimental setup, displayed in Fig. 1,
consisted of both heavy-ion telescopes and LP detectors.

The ERs and other reaction products were detected in six
small ionization chamber(IC) telescopes located in two per-
pendicular planes, the intersection of which was along the
beam axis(see Fig. 1). Three ICs were located in the hori-
zontal plane, on the same side of the beam atulab=−10° ,
−20°, and −30°. The three remaining ICs were located in the
vertical planeulab=10° ,20°, and 33°, defining an out-of-
plane configuration for the LP detectors. As shown in Fig. 1,
the distance of these telescopes from the target ranged from

d=13.0 to d=42.0 cm, and the solid angles varied from
DV=0.45 msr at the most forward angles toDV=4.79 msr
at the backward angles according to the expected counting
rate. Each of the ICs was filled with CF4 gas at a pressure of
52 Torr and followed by a 500mm thick Si(SB) detector.
The energy calibration of the telescopes was carried out us-
ing elastically scattered35Cl projectiles from 250mg/cm2

thick Au and 100mg/cm2 thick C targets and from the24Mg
target, combined with measurements witha sources and a
precision pulse generator. On an event-by-event basis, cor-
rections were applied for energy loss in the target and in the
entrance Mylar window foils on the ICs and for the pulse
height defect in the Si detectors. To correct for the carbon
contamination, measurements were also made at the same
detector angles and with comparable beam conditions using
the 100mg/cm2 thick, self-supporting, carbon foil as a tar-
get. Further details of the experimental procedures can be
found elsewhere[3,6,8] in the description of similar mea-
surements.

The LCPs and neutrons were identified with an array of
21 hexagonal BaF2 crystals[45] using the pulse-shape dis-
crimination technique in conjunction with TOF measure-
ments. Each crystal was 10 cm thick and 31.5 mm width,
stopping protons up to 200 MeV. The front faces were cov-
ered with thin aluminized Mylar, 2mm thick. Most of the
21 BaF2 crystals were located at a distance of<52 cm from

FIG. 2. Bidimensional LP spectra measured in the35Cl+ 24Mg
reaction at the indicated angle.(a) Fast component vs total compo-
nent scatter plot.(b) TOF vs total component scatter plot. The inset
shows the positions of the gates relative to the anode signal in order
to extract the fast and total components of the BaF2 signal.

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of the LP-fragment correlation mea-
surements for the35Cl+ 24Mg reaction atElabs35Cld=260 MeV.
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the target in the horizontal plane(see Fig. 1) betweenulab
= −75° andulab= +90° in order to permit both the in-plane
and out-of-plane angular correlation measurements. Asym-
metry corrections were applied for the eight scintillators
which were not located precisely in the horizontal plane be-
tweenulab= +15° andulab= +80°. Typical particle identifica-
tion spectra are shown in Fig. 2 in which(a) the charge and
(b) the mass discrimination are easily achieved. A perfect
isotopic separation of all LCPs up toZ=3 and A=7 was
possible when combining the TOF and the pulse-shape dis-
crimination techniques(cf. Fig. 2). Although its efficiency
has an energy dependence[46], neutron detection[10] was
also achieved, however with a rather low efficiency of about
8% [46].

The BaF2 crystals were calibrated using TOF technique
with the time reference given by the peak position of the
promptg rays. LCP and neutron velocitiesV and energiesE
were deduced from the total charge output induced by the
scintillating light signal “l” with the simplified nonlinear re-
lations proposed by Lanzanòet al. [45]:

EsMeVd = alb + b, s1d

and Vscm/nsd = aÎalb + b, s2d

where for each particle species the parameterb is known to
be a universal constantf45g. Theb values were thus taken to
be the mean values obtained from the fits performed for all
the scintillators:b=0.91 for protons and 0.83 fora par-
ticles, respectivelyssee Ref.f10g for detailsd. Due to the
fact that reasonable particle discrimination is very diffi-
cult to achieve at very low energy for both representations
sfast, total; TOF, totald, energy thresholds of about
2.0 MeV for protons and 5.0 MeV fora particles were
imposed.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Inclusive measurements

Typical inclusive LCP kinetic energy spectra in the
center-of-mass(c.m.) frame are presented in Fig. 3 at the
indicated c.m. angles. The energy spectra have a Maxwellian
form with an exponential falloff at high energy. A compari-
son[see Fig. 3(c)] between thea-particle and proton energy
spectra shows that they have the same trend and slope; they
differ only in the positions of their maxima due to higher
emission barrier fora particles. This is consistent with a
statistical deexcitation process arising from a thermalized
source. We assume that the exponential slope at high energy,
which is independent of LCP angle detection, can be consid-
ered as a nuclear thermometer. Thus the LCP arises from
an evaporation process of a decaying nucleus which
has been heated to a relatively high temperature
s4 MeVøTø5 MeVd as will be discussed in the following.
Some knoblike distortions, due to the decay from fragments
in binary decay processes, appear on the high-energy slopes,
and LCP preequilibrium contributions are found to be negli-
gible in agreement with the inclusive data[5,6] and the
fragment-fragment coincidence data[7,8] available for the

35Cl+ 24Mg reaction. The incomplete fusion(ICF) cross sec-
tion has been measured to be less than 60 mb atElab
=280 MeV [6] and therefore represents only a very small
s3%d portion of the total reaction cross section(estimated to
be <1800 mb according to the optical model(OM) analysis
of the measured elastic scattering[6]). This conclusion is
consistent with evidence of ICF and preequilibrium emission
which was found only at higher incident energies[22,47]
sElab=10–15 MeV/nucleond.

B. Exclusive measurements

Typical proton anda-particle coincident energy spectra in
the laboratory frame are shown in Fig. 4 for the ERs detected
at ulab=−10° with 18øZø24 at the indicated laboratory
angles. In order to know more about the source of the LCP,
Galilean-invariant differential cross sections
sd2s /dVdEdp−1c−1 plotted in theVi−V' map are displayed
in Fig. 5 for the protons anda particles in coincidence with
ERs havingZ=20,22, and 23, respectively.Vi and V' de-
note the laboratory velocity components parallel and perpen-
dicular to the beam, respectively. The mean values of the ER

FIG. 3. Inclusive proton(a) and a-particle (b) kinetic energy
spectra measured in the center-of-mass system for the35Cl+ 24Mg
reaction at the indicated c.m. angles.(c) Comparison between pro-
ton anda-particle energy spectra.
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velocities are represented by a thick arrow. The circles are
defined to visualize the maxima of production; their centers
correspond to the mean values and directions of the veloci-
ties of the emitters and are represented by thin arrows. It can
be seen that the largest part of the yield is concentrated at the
opposite side of the emitter with respect to the beam axis due

to the momentum conservation law. The most important re-
sult which can be drawn from these plots is that all the spec-
tra can be understood by assuming a single source; consistent
with the CN origin. This leads to the conclusion that no
evidence of preequilibrium emission either from the target or
from the projectile has been observed. Components of pre-
equilibrium emission from other sources would have im-
posed repulsion barriers smaller than those indicated in
Fig. 5. Other smaller radius circles centered in either the
projectile or target velocity are needed to account for the
yield of the LCPs. These facts justify a confrontation of the
data with a statistical-model code which will be presented in
the following section.

In-plane and out-of-plane angular correlations are pre-
sented in Figs. 6 and 7 for protons anda particles in coinci-
dence with all ERs detected at the indicated angles. The in-
plane correlations displayed in Fig. 6 are peaked at the
opposite side from the ER detectors with respect to the beam.
These correlations are found to be much flatter for the pro-
tons than fora particles. By neglecting the Coulomb barrier
differences and by assuming the same emission temperature,
thea emission velocities are half those of the protons, which
constrains thea particles to a much narrower solid angle
cone (forward peaked) than the protons. The out-of-plane
angular correlations displayed in Fig. 7 have a behavior in

FIG. 4. Exclusive proton anda-particle ki-
netic energy spectra measured in coincidence
with ERs in the laboratory system for the
35Cl+ 24Mg reaction at the indicated laboratory
angles. The ERss18øZø24d were detected in-
plane by the IC located atulab=−10°.

FIG. 5. Exclusive proton anda-particle Galilean-invariant cross
sections measured in coincidence with Ca, Ti, and V ERs for the
35Cl+ 24Mg reaction. Galilean-invariant cross sections are plotted as
a function of the perpendicular and parallel velocities with respect
to the beam axis. The ERs were detected in-plane atulab=−10°.
Thick arrows indicate the mean velocity of the ER and the thin one
indicates the center of the circle.

FIG. 6. In-plane angular correlations of protons anda particles
in coincidence with ERs in the laboratory system for the
35Cl+ 24Mg reaction. The ERs were detected in-plane at
uER=−10° anduER=−20°. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye.
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expf−a sin2sulabdg, with two possible distinct components
visible in thea-particle angular correlations with a broaden-
ing at backward angles. This effect may be due to the fact
that thea particles can be emitted either at the beginning or
at the end of the decay chain when the angular momentum is
smaller. The proton cannot remove as much angular momen-
tum as thea particles. This is the main reason why this effect
is much less significant in the proton angular correlation.

By using a simple Weisskopf approach to predict the en-
ergy shape of LP spectra, i.e., LCP and neutrons evaporated
from an equilibrated and fully thermalized source, the prob-
ability of emitting a LCP and/or a neutron with energy« is
given by the following expression[10,59,60]:

Pxs«d ~ 50 for « , Bx

« − Bx

T82 expS−
« − Bx

T8
D for « . Bx,

s3d

whereBx is the emission barrier of the charged particlex. Its
value is equal to zero in the case of neutron emission. The

slope parameterT8, or apparent temperature, can be directly
related to the nuclear temperature parameterT sNTPd of the
emitting source. The NTP can be deduced from the excita-
tion energyE* using the Fermi-gas model formulaE* =aT2,
wherea is the well known level-density parameter. Despite
its simplicity, formulas3d can explain the observed Maxwell-
ian shape of the measured energy spectra as shown in Fig. 8.
We have attempted to extract the NTP as well as the emis-
sion barrier by fitting the experimental energy spectra of the
LP in the frame of the parent nucleus. Table I gives the
results of the NTPs for each emitter. Knowing that the de-
tected LP can be emitted from any stage of the evaporation
cascade, this approximation may appear to be too simplistic.
However it has been checked that the stage of emission has a
strong effect on the emission barrier only, and not on the
slope parameter which is of interest here.

Figure 8 shows the result of the fitting procedure applied
to the energy spectra measured in the emitter reference frame
(as deduced from the detected ER). The Maxwellian shape
was used for neutrons, protons, anda particles and is shown
as a function of the detection angle. Since there is essentially
no angular dependence of the slope parameter for each LP
(see Fig. 9), a mean value of the apparent temperature has
been deduced for each ER.

A correction of the NTP, due to the rotational motion,
needs to be introduced[54] in order to make the values ex-
tracted for the protons or thea particles consistent. This
correction, which takes into account the average energy car-
ried away by the LP, as well as their separation energy from
the composite system and the rotational energy[54], is given
by the following approximate formula[10]:

T = S1 −
5m

2M
DT8, s4d

where T8 is the apparent temperature extracted from the
slope parameter, andm andM are the masses of the LP and
ER, respectively.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Kinetic
energy spectra of neutrons, pro-
tons, anda particles detected at
the indicated angles in coinci-
dence with Ti residues, plotted in
the frame of the emitting source
for the 35Cl+ 24Mg reaction. The
Ti residues were detected in-plane
at uER=−10°. The solid lines are
Maxwellian fits which are de-
scribed in the text.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 6 for out-of-plane angular correlations. The
ERs were detected in the vertical plane(see Fig. 1) at uER= +10°
anduER= +20°.
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A phenomenological approach has been used to determine
the NTP from the excitation energy of the fragments in a
cascade leading to the ER of interest. Using the Fermi-gas
model formula we can deduce the NTP by using two differ-
ent and extreme values of the level-density parameter:
a=A/12 orA/8. The latter value is the standard one which is
commonly used in statistical-model calculations[1,4] per-
formed in the mass region considered, however a decrease at
higher excitation energies of the value of the level-density

parameter up toa=A/12 has also been found adequate in
higher-mass systems for some cases[47–53]. The mean ex-
citation energy removed by the LP, referring to our recent
systematic results,[3,8] has been taken to be approximately
16 MeV and 22 MeV for proton anda-particle, respectively.
The remaining excitation energy can be calculated for the
daughter nucleus as shown in Table II. The values of the
NTP thus calculated are compared to the values deduced
from the fits in Fig. 10. The full line has been calculated with
a=A/8 and the dashed line witha=A/12. Within the error
bars (including systematic uncertainties of<10%) the ex-
perimental data are satisfactorily reproduced witha=A/8, a
value which appears to be consistent with previous work
[20,55,57]. This value will be used as an input for the
statistical-model calculations described in the following sec-
tion. We note that for the fragments obtained from two cas-
cades a weighted mean value has been calculated favoring
the cascade which contains morea particles.

IV. STATISTICAL-MODEL CALCULATIONS

A. The Monte Carlo computer codeCACARIZO

Statistical-model calculations[1,4,58] have been found to
be useful to simulate the competition between FF and FE
(LP emission from a fully equilibrated CN). The following
discussion addresses only the LP statistical decay from the

TABLE I. Apparent temperature parameterT8 and nuclear tem-
perature parameterT of the indicated ERs as extracted from the
LCP and neutron energy spectra in the source reference frame(see
text). The quoted error bars are only statistical and do not include a
systematic uncertainty of<10%.

LP
Emitting
fragment

Detected
fragment T8 sMeVd T sMeVd

Neutron 22 22 2.56±0.50 2.40±0.50

24 24 3.61±0.50 3.44±0.50

Proton 19 18 2.23±0.02 2.09±0.02

20 19 2.40±0.02 2.25±0.02

21 20 2.51±0.02 2.37±0.02

22 21 2.81±0.01 2.66±0.01

23 22 3.11±0.01 2.95±0.01

24 23 3.40±0.01 3.23±0.01

25 24 3.82±0.03 3.64±0.03

a 20 18 3.51±0.03 2.67±0.03

21 19 3.49±0.02 2.69±0.02

22 20 3.64±0.02 2.86±0.02

23 21 3.68±0.01 2.93±0.01

24 22 4.08±0.01 3.28±0.01

25 23 4.80±0.02 3.90±0.02

26 24 5.69±0.05 4.68±0.05

FIG. 9. Angular dependence of the apparent temperature ex-
tracted from the kinetic energy spectra of neutrons, protons, anda
particles detected in coincidence with Ti residues atuER=−10°.

TABLE II. Nuclear temperature parameterT of the indicated
ERs estimated with the two indicated values of the level-density
parameter.

Nucleus
sZ,Ad Cascade E*sMeVd

TsA/8d
sMeVd

TsA/12d
sMeVd

29–59 119.3 4.02 4.93

28–58 1p 102.9 3.77 4.61

27–57 2p 86.5 3.48 4.27

26–54 1a ,1p 80.8 3.46 4.24

25–53 1a ,2p 64.4 3.12 3.82

25–51 2a 75.1 3.43 3.20

24–51 1a ,3p,1n 31.6 2.23 2.73

24–50 2a ,1p 58.7 3.07 3.75

23–49 1a ,4p,2n −1.2

23–49 2a ,2p 42.3 2.63 3.22

23–47 3a 53.0 3.00 3.68

22–47 1a ,5p,3n −34.0

22–47 2a ,3p,1n 8.9

22–46 3a ,1p 36.6 2.52 3.09

21–45 1a ,6p,4n −66.8

21–45 2a ,4p,2n −23.9

21–45 3a ,2p 20.2 1.90 2.32

21–43 4a 30.9 2.40 2.94

20–43 1a ,7p,5n −99.6

20–43 2a ,5p,3n −56.1

20–43 3a ,3p,1n −12.6

20–42 4a ,1p 14.5
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CN by comparison with the codeCACARIZO [12,13,44].
CACARIZO is the Monte Carlo version[12] of the computer
codeCASCADE [58] and performs complete multistep calcu-
lations including an exact treatment of the spin coupling be-
tween the CN and the emitted LP. TheCACARIZO code uses
the Hauser-Feshbach formalism. It incorporates a semiclas-
sical angular distribution, given by Ericson-Strutinski[59],
to follow the whole evaporation chain of neutrons, proton,a
particles, and finally theg-ray emission until the cooling
down is completed by the nucleus reaching the ground state.
The use of a Monte Carlo code such asCACARIZO offers the
opportunity to compare energy spectra in the laboratory
frame, including a detailed account of experimental geom-
etry and detector thresholds. Therefore the comparisons be-
tween experimental data andCACARIZO simulations are free
from possible bias originating from the laboratory to c.m.
frame transformation using average source velocity and
emission angles. In theCACARIZO program[44] the CN is
created with a given angular momentum and the deexcitation
path is followed step by step and recorded in an event file.
The different types of event(singles and/or coincidences) are
then analyzed by taking into account the location and solid
angles of the detectors.

B. Calculations procedures

The probability for a nucleus, with excitation energyE1,
angular momentumJ1, and parityp1, to decay by evaporat-
ing a LPx with an orbital momentuml and kinetic energy«x
in an energy bind«x and spins is given by

Pxd«x =
1

"
Gs«xd =

r2sE2,J2,p2d
2p"r1sE1,J1,p1d o

S=uJ2−su

J2+s

o
l = uJ1 − Su

fpg

J1+S

Tls«xdd«x,

s5d

whereE2, J2, andp2 are the excitation energy, angular mo-
mentum, and parity of the daughter nucleus.r1 and r2 are,

respectively, the level-density of the first excited fragment
and the daughter nucleus.S=J2+s is the channel spin. Fi-
nally Tls«xd are the transmission coefficients extracted from
the inverse process by means of the standard OM potentials
for elastic scattering. In the calculations of the OM transmis-
sion coefficients we used the parameters of Wilmore and
Hodgsonf61g for neutrons, Perey and Pereyf62g for protons,
and Huizenga and Igof63g for a particlesssee Table IIId.

C. Input parameters in CACARIZO

The two most basic quantities in statistical-model calcu-
lations are the nuclear level densities defining the available
phase space and the transmission coefficients which control
access to this phase space. Therefore the choice of their pa-
rametrizations plays a key role in the determination of the
extent of the nuclear deformation and on possible dynamical
effects for barrier reductions. For fast rotating nuclei, defor-
mation effects may affect the emission barrier(and therefore
Tl) of the LP and the level-density connected to the yrast line
of the emitter. A complete self-consistent treatment of these
effects through a particle cascade is a formidable and hard
task, especially consuming CPU time. Some artificial means
have been used in the code to attack this problem, as de-
scribed below. The radius of the OM potential can be scaled
by a factor to describe the effective potential barrier for the
particle emission. The effective moment of inertiaIsJd of the
emitter, which determines(at high excitation energy and high
angular momentum) the spin dependence of the effective en-
ergy, is described in terms of the rigid-body moment of in-
ertia. The rigid-body moment of inertiaIsphereof a spherical
nucleus with a radius parameterr0 is taken to be that of a
deformable liquid drop by assuming the deformabilityd un-
der rotation to be defined by the simple relationIsJd
=Ispheres1+dJ2d [58], consistent with the RLDM of Cohen,
Plasil, and Swiatecki[64]. In the present work the angular
momentum dependence of the effective moment of inertia is
taken into account in theCACARIZO calculations by the fol-
lowing modified formula[16,17,44]:

IsJd = Ispheres1 + d1J
2 + d2J

4d, s6d

whered1 and d2 are the deformability parameters. This al-
lows a large range of choices for the angular momentum
dependence of the nuclear level densities. This moment of
inertia is included in the following yrast line formula:

ErotsJd =
"2JsJ + 1d

2IsJd
+ D, s7d

whereD is the pairing energy of the emitter. By lowering the
yrast line at high angular momentum we can increase the
number of states in the phase space at higher angular mo-
mentum and hence decrease the emission of high-energy par-
ticles. This will be of great importance in trying to reproduce
the energy spectra, especially for thea particles. For the
level-density calculations, three regions have been taken into
account:

FIG. 10. Temperature of the emitter deduced from the LP energy
spectra, as a function of its charge. The curves correspond to an
estimated temperature for each emitter knowing the mean excitation
energy carried away by each of the LPs(see text).
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(1) Region I(low excitation energy,E* ,4 MeV): experi-
mentally known discrete levels are introduced for each
nucleus in the cascade. Furthermore high-spin states are also
included in region II as yrast levels.

(2) Region II (medium excitation energy,
4 MeV,E* ,10 MeV): the level-density is determined from
the angular momentum dependent level-density formula for a
spherical nucleus given by Lang[65]. The excitation energy
is corrected for the parity effects. The level-density param-
etera andD are deduced empirically for each nucleus from
the compilations proposed by Vonach and Hille[66] and Dilg
et al. [67].

(3) Region III (high excitation energy,E* .ERLDM
.15 MeV): shell effects and parity corrections are neglected
in this region. The same formula is then used but with
RLDM parameters[68].

Between regions II and III the level-density parameters
are interpolated linearly. The two parameter sets used for the
calculation are summarized in Table III.

D. Discussion of the influence of the parameters inCACARIZO

A systematic study of the sensitivity to the choice of pa-
rameters inCACARIZO is presented in this section. The most
sensitive parameters influencing the calculated LP energy
spectra in coincidence with the ERs are the critical angular
momentum Lcrit, the diffusivity parameterDl, the level-
density parametera, the nuclear radius parameterr0, the

transmission coefficientsTl, and the deformability param-
etersd1 and d2. Figure 11 shows the energy spectra ofa
particles detected atuLCP= +30° in coincidence with the ERs
s18øZø24d at uER=−10° which are compared with theCA-

CARIZO predictions using several choices of parameter.

1. Critical angular momentum

Usually the Lcrit values are derived from the CF cross
section data, when available, using the sharp cutoff approxi-
mation. For the35Cl s260 MeVd+ 24Mg reaction under study,
the choice of theLcrit value has been determined from the
extrapolation of earlier inclusive measurements performed
for the same reaction at two neighboring bombarding ener-
gies Elab=278 MeV [7,11] and Elab=282 MeV [5,6] with
Lcrit =37" and 39", respectively. The value ofLcrit =37" has
been selected finally to be more consistent for the present
bombarding energy. However to check the sensitivity of the
CACARIZO calculations to the critical angular momentum,
two differentLcrit values(Lcrit =37" and 42") have been used
[see Fig. 11(a)]. The Lcrit =37" calculation is shown by the
solid line whereas theLcrit =42" calculation is shown by the
dashed line. The other parameter values are those from the
set A given in Table III. The shapes of the experimental
energy spectra[see Fig. 11(a)] are relatively well described
by both calculations although their high-energy tails become

TABLE III. Parameter sets for the evaporation calculations us-
ing CACARIZO for the 35Cl+ 24Mg reaction atElab=260 MeV.

Angular momentum distribution in CN

Critical angular momentumLcrit =37"

Diffuseness parameterDl =1.0"

OM potentials of the emitted LCP and neutrons

(1) Neutrons: Wilmore and Hodgson(Ref. [61])

(2) Protons: Perey and Perey(Ref. [62])

(3) a particles: Huizenga and Igo(Ref. [63])

(4) Multiply factor of the OM radius: RFACT=1

Level-density parameters at low excitation:E* ø10 MeV

(1) Fermi-gas level-density formula with empirical parameters
from Dilg et al. (Ref. [67])

(2) Effective moment of inertiaI=sIFACTdIrigid with IFACT=1

Level-density parameters at high excitation:E* ù15 MeV

(1) Fermi-gas level-density formula with parameters from RLDM
(Myers and Swiatecki[68])

(2) Level-density parametera=A/8 MeV−1

Yrast line

Parameter setA: RLDM (Cohen, Plasil, and Swiatecki[64])

Parameter setB: I=Ispheres1+d1J
2+d2J

4d with d1=1.1310−4 and
d2=1.3310−7.

g-ray width (Weisskopf units)

(1) E1:BsE1d=0.001

(2) M1:BsM1d=0.01

(3) E2:BsE2d=5.0

FIG. 11. Kinetic energy spectra ofa particles measured at
uLCP= +30° in coincidence with ERs detected in-plane at
uER=−10° for the 35Cl+ 24Mg reaction. The full histograms and
dashed histograms are the results of statistical-model calculations
using CACARIZO with different parameter sets as discussed in the
text.
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harder than observed experimentally. The discrepancy is
found to be larger for the higherLcrit value with the maxi-
mum shifted to slightly higher energy, whereas the spectrum
broadened at high energy as found previously for the30Si
+ 30Si reaction[19]. At higher angular momentum the yrast
line is too steep, making the level-density too low, and there-
fore the emission of high-energy particles is overly favored.

2. Diffuseness parameter

Increasing the value of the diffuseness parameter of the
angular momentum distribution has the same consequences
as increasing theLcrit value. From the results shown in
Fig. 11(b) for Dl =1" (full line) andDl =3.5" (dashed line), it
can be concluded that the larger value induces too much
yield for the high-energy tail of the spectrum. It is known
from the systematics[58] that this parameter value is usually
kept betweenDl =0.71" and Dl =1.3" for the light systems
of interest, and aboutDl =3.5" for the heaviest one. In a
recent treatment made by the Legnaro group[13,14] the
value of 3.5" has been used for the same CN using the
32S+27Al entrance channel; however the reason for this par-
ticular choice was not discussed[13,14]. From our previous
investigations of the35Cl+ 12C [3] and the35Cl+ 24Mg [5–11]
reactions, and following systematic studies in the 20øA
ø60 mass region[1,4] the value of 1" has been finally
adopted. This low value appears to be consistent with the
choice of Dl =2" for this parameter for heavier systems
[16,17,23,69,70].

3. Level-density parameter

The influence of the level-density parametera on the pre-
dicted spectra is displayed in Fig. 11(c), where the calculated
spectra obtained with two values ofa are shown:a=A/8 as
the full line anda=A/12 as the dashed line. An increase in
yield is found in the high-energy tail of thea-particle spec-
trum as soon as the value of the level-density parameter is
decreased. This can be understood by the simple fact that the
level-density is exponentially proportional to the square root
of a. This will reduce the level-density when we reducea
and hence energetic particle emission will be favored. A rea-
sonable choice of the parametera has to be made with great
care. There is an experimental indication in this work leaning
towardsa=A/8. A higher value ofa is needed to reproduce
the experimental spectrum, in contrast with several works
and predictions for this region of mass and excitation energy,
as detailed below. The value of this parameter is about
a=A/15 within a Fermi-gas approach for the heavy systems
with A.100. Recently the temperature dependence ofa has
been investigated(A/13,a,A/8 when T<4–5 MeV)
[48–51]. Nicolis et al. [71] have introduced an analytical
temperature-dependent parametrization ofa, where thermal
and quantal fluctuations are taken into account. This param-
etrization is in good agreement with the predictions of Ref.
[55]. A modest energy dependence of the level-density pa-
rameter has been proved, both theoretically[55] and more
recently experimentally[56]. The a parameter value is also
affected by dynamical deformation, rotation induces rear-
rangement of the single-particle level scheme, and by the

macroscopic effects of the altered nuclear surface[17]. Thea
parameter is found to increase when the deformation in-
creases[57]. The situation is rather simpler for light heavy
ions, and the investigation of the level-density for hot nuclei
with massA,40 has been performed systematically[20].
From this study a value ofa=A/8 seems to be reasonable, as
shown in Sec. III B. Finally a value ofa=A/8 is selected in
agreement with earlier studies[17,20], the theoretical studies
of Shlomo and Natowitz[55] or Töke and Swiatecki[57] and
experimental results obtained very recently in the mass 60
region [28].

4. Nuclear radius parameter

The variation of the nuclear radius parameterr0, used in
the moment-of-inertia calculation within the RLDM param-
etrization, has no significant effect on the calculations as
shown in Fig. 11(d). The two calculations were performed
with Lcrit =37", Dl =1", and a=A/8. The first calculated
spectrum(full line) assumes a radius given by the Myers and
Swiatecki formula[72]; the second(dashed line) was ob-
tained with the constant valuer0=1.30 fm. We note that a
similar valuesr0=1.28 fmd was used by Huizengaet al. [17]
for an exhaustive investigation of the32S+27Al reaction. My-
ers and Swiatecki parametrizations were used for a realistic
interpretation of the nuclear radius parameter, due to the
similarity between the two calculations.

5. Transmission coefficients

The transmission coefficientsTl are calculated by consid-
ering the potentials(generally the OM potentials given in
Table III) describing the inverse reaction on cold nuclei, with
the assumption that the emission barriers for cold nuclei and
hot nuclei are identical. Earlier studies concerning the same
mass region[12–15,44] have indicated that it is helpful to
reduce the emission barrier of the LP to get good agreement
between the experimental and the calculated spectra. The
CACARIZO code used here, in common with many others,
does not allow us a full description of either the shape of the
emitter at given excitation energy and angular momentum or
the position from where the LP is emitted. A complete self-
consistent treatment of these effects through a particle cas-
cade is a formidable and hard task. An artificial means has
been used in the present code to disentangle this problem.
The radius of the OM potential has been scaled by a factor
(greater than unity to decrease the LP emission barrier) in
order to describe the effective potential barrier for the par-
ticle emission. A detailed study of theTl parameters has been
undertaken by the group of Huizenga[17], by using three
different shapes: spherical, oblate, and prolate. The study has
taken into account a mean value of a weightedTlsRd over all
the surface. The weighting allows the emission direction to
be introduced classically relative to the emitter spin of the
LP. The results and the conclusions given in this work sup-
port that the emission barrier is insensitive to the shape of the
emitter whether it is spherical or deformed. It should be
noted that this weight is non-spin-dependent and does have
some consequences. The results from these two kinds of ap-
proach are shown in Fig. 11(e), where a calculation per-
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formed with spherical parameters for theTl parameters(solid
line) and with the radius increased by 15%(dashed line) is
shown. The larger radius increases the low-energy LP. This
artifice to lower the emission barrier of the LP has been
extensively criticized. Using this method in our analysis is
not justified (at this moment) when Tl parameters derived
from a spherical nucleus are sufficient to reproduce the en-
ergy spectra ofa particles. It is worth noting, however, that
for hot heavy nuclei at high excitation energy a lowering of
the a-particle emission barrier has to be taken into account
[73].

6. Deformability parameters

The last input parameters capable of lowering the contri-
bution from high-energya particles and hence getting im-
proved agreement with the experimental data are those of the
deformability. In fact until now the spin-dependent moment
of inertia has been taken into account in the calculation so as
to be consistent with the deformation of a liquid drop
(RLDM [64]), i.e., with very small values given to deform-
ability parameters(d1=7.6310−6 and d2=6.7310−8). It is
noted that a lowering of the entrance channel critical angular
momentum could remove the disagreement, but the value of
Lcrit =37" is imposed experimentally. We have already men-
tioned that increasing the moment of inertia(according to the
spin) decreases the slope of the yrast line at higher spin and
hence increases the phase space available when emittinga
particles with lower energies. To obtain good agreement with
the a-particle energy spectra, increased values of
d1=1.1310−4 and d2=1.3310−7 have been selected. As

shown in Fig. 11(f) the calculation with this last parametri-
zation (solid line) reproduces the experimental data very
well.

E. Nuclear temperature estimations withCACARIZO

The extraction of NTPs, from the calculated LCP energy
spectra in the59Cu frame(using the parameter setB) of the
LCP, has been attempted. The comparison is shown in Fig.
12 where the data are plotted as solid points for the protons
and solid triangles fora particles. The results extracted from
the calculations are presented by a solid line for the protons
and a dashed line fora particles. Satisfactory agreement
within the errors bars(including systematic uncertainties of
<10%) is obtained. It should be noted that the small dis-
agreement atZø22 can be explained by the fact that the
NTPs were extracted experimentally[10] from the energy
spectra of the LCP in the frame of the parent emitter(where
the LCP in coincidence with the ER was assumed to be the
last one emitted in the cascade).

F. Analysis of the experimental results withCACARIZO

The experimental Galilean-invariant cross section maps
sVi-V'd are presented in Fig. 13 for both the protons and the
a particles(top). Results obtained usingCACARIZO are also
shown(bottom). A qualitative agreement is found. The dis-
continuity at 0° is due to the fact that the test of coplanarity
is more difficult in the analysis program when the sine of the

FIG. 12. Temperature of the emitter deduced from the energy
spectra of protons anda particles, as a function of its charge(see
Fig. 10). The curves correspond to the temperature extracted from
the energy spectra calculated usingCACARIZO.

FIG. 13. Exclusive proton anda-particle Galilean-invariant
cross sections. Upper part measured in coincidence with the ERs
s18øZø24d for the 35Cl+ 24Mg reaction. Galilean-invariant cross
sections are plotted as a function of the perpendicular and parallel
velocities with respect to the beam axis. Lower part: the same plots
as obtained fromCACARIZO.
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angle is close to zero. Due to the reverse kinematics used in
this experiment the ERs are essentially forward peaked and
the CACARIZO calculations are only meaningful for the par-
ticles emitted in coincidence with the ERs detected at
ulab=−10°.

In Fig. 14 the results of the code with both parameter sets
are compared to the experimental energy spectra of neutrons,
protons, anda particles at the indicated angles. The first
result from the comparison is that the neutron spectra are
well reproduced by both parameter sets. This is due to the
fact that neutrons do not remove large amounts of angular
momentum and are not subject to the emission barrier. Note
that the tail(for experimental data) at high energy is due to
the difficult discrimination(TOF—total representation) be-
tween the energetic neutrons(low TOF) and theg-ray com-
ponent. The second observation is for the protons where both
parameter sets fail to give a satisfactory reproduction of the
data. The emission barrier and the high-energy yields are
overestimated. This result concerning the emission barrier is
consistent with the usual observations in the literature con-
cerning the evaporation of LP(see Refs.[13,70]). The prob-
lem is related to the computation of theTl coefficients in the
OM. This is a very delicate task for the protons[23,70],
essentially due to the problems of transparency and absorp-
tion of the protons in the OM in contrast with thea-particle
situation(as to be seen later). A recent alternative treatment
called IWBCM [74], which takes into account only the real
part of the potential(transparency is neglected), can give a
good reproduction[23,70] of the production cross section of
the protons. This kind of treatment should be tried in the

future with theCACARIZO code. The third observation is that
the neutron and proton spectra are insensitive to the lowering
of the yrast line at high angular momentum whereas this is
not the case fora particles. The calculation using parameter
set A, in which the moment of inertia is calculated using
RLDM parameters, overestimates the higher-energy part of
the a-particle spectra. This disagreement is removed when a
deformation is introduced by increasing the deformability
parameters(d1 and d2, see Sec. IV D 6). This implies a de-
formation ratio ofb/a=1.65 orb/a=1.74(whereb anda are
the major and minor axes andc is the rotational axis of the
ellipsoidal CN) assuming, respectively, an oblate or a prolate
shape for the CN. The emission barrier and the slope at high
energy of thea-particle spectra are well reproduced with the
parameter setB. A small disagreement remains at low en-
ergy, probably due to the overestimation of the emission bar-
rier.

It is interesting to notice that the coincident energy spectra
of neutrons, protons, anda particles detected out of plane
(see Fig. 15) are well reproduced with bothparameter setsin
contrast with the in-plane correlation. This confirms that the
calculations are properly reproducing the experimental data.
The comparison of the experimental angular correlation with
the calculations is shown in Fig. 16. The in-plane and out-
of-plane correlations are given for neutrons, protons, anda
particles. The two sets of results have been normalized by
the same normalization factor. The normalizations for each
particle type have been done independently. The two calcu-
lations each reproduce the shape of the correlations in a sat-
isfactory manner. This is especially true for the neutrons,

FIG. 14. Energy spectra of the neutrons, protons, anda particles detected in-plane at the indicated angles, in coincidence with the ERs
s18øZø24d emitted atuER=−10°. The full and dashed line histograms correspond to the results obtained withCACARIZO using parameter
setsB andA, respectively.
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which are not perturbed by the Coulomb repulsion. Note that
the emission barrier of thea particles is more or less repro-
duced in the energy spectra. The same conclusion can be
advanced for the maximum in the in-plane angular correla-
tion. A significant discrepancy for the maximum is found in
the in-plane proton angular correlations. This disagreement is
possibly related to an overestimation of the emission barrier
for the protons(see the energy spectra). This hypothesis can
be supported by the neutron anda-particle correlations
where the Coulomb repulsion is zero for neutrons and is well
reproduced for thea particles. This is probably not the only
reason for the shift between the data and the calculations. We
have tried several parameters to tackle the problem, never-
theless this problem remains an open question.

The experimental anisotropy factor is not well reproduced
by the calculations for either the proton or thea-particle
out-of-plane correlations. On the other hand, the statistical-
model code is able to reproduce the neutron out-of-plane
angular correlations within the error bars. The angular mo-
mentum dependence has been tested by performing calcula-
tions with three different angular momentum windows:
s10–20d", s20–30d", and s30–37d". Whereas for neutrons
and protons the anisotropy is almost constant with theL
window [75], for the a particles the anisotropy is strongly
dependent on the chosenL window. Nevertheless the flat
behavior shown around 0° is present for the three particle
species. In an attempt to understand this problem, more ac-
curacy has been demanded by using more exclusive data. In
Fig. 17 the in-plane and out-of-plane angular correlations are

reported for both protons anda particles in coincidence with
ERs with chargeZ=21, 22, and 23. The data are compared
to the calculations using parameter setB. The same conclu-
sions can be drawn as for the early less constrained compari-
son. This is true also for the in-plane angular correlations.
The origin of this discrepancy in the angular correlations
might be understood by further investigations into the emis-
sion barrier of the LCP for the in-plane correlation. Concern-
ing the out-of-plane angular correlations we possibly need to
use a more complete formulation for the angular distribution
of the LP which is treated in a semiclassical way.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In-plane and out-of-plane light charged particle and neu-
tron correlations in coincidence with evaporation residues
produced in the35Cl s260 MeVd+ 24Mg fusion reaction have
been measured to investigate deformation and angular mo-
mentum effects of the decaying59Cu compound nucleus. An
array of 21 BaF2 crystals has been used to identify both the
light charged particlessZø4d and the neutrons emitted in
coincidence with heavy fragmentssZù5d detected in six
ionization chamber telescopes. Coincident energy spectra
and Galilean-invariant cross section plots have shown the
statistical character of the deexcitation of the CN and its
ERs, as well as the absence of any observable preequilibrium
emission of the LPs(i.e., ICF has small cross sections[6,8]),
which is negligible compared to CF. These statements justi-

FIG. 15. Energy spectra of the neutrons, protons, anda particles detected at the indicated angles, in coincidence with the ERs
s18øZø24d emitted out of plane atuER=10°. The full and dashed line histograms correspond to the results obtained withCACARIZO using
parameter setsB andA, respectively.
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fied the use of a statistical-model code to compare with the
experimental results.

Coincident energy spectra and angular distributions of
neutrons, protons, anda particles have been compared to a
statistical-model description. The statistical-model calcula-
tions have been performed using the Monte Carlo code
CACARIZO with adjusted nuclear level densities. The NTP
extracted from the energy spectra of the LPs was crucial in
fixing the nuclear level-density parameter at a value ofA/8.
The comparisons between the experimental results and the
code are satisfactory and lead to the conclusion that a large
deformation is required to reproduce the energy spectra of
the a particles, which were the most sensitive. Nevertheless
there is still work to be done withinCACARIZO to resolve
some remaining problems, especially the problem of the
emission barrier of the protons and general problems with
the angular distribution of the LP with respect to the spin of
the emitter. The method has shown its validity and/or useful-
ness as a tool to investigate the deformation of nuclei. It can
be used in a complementary fashion to the spectroscopy. This
tool has recently been used to investigate the deformation of
the 40Ca [33,37], 44Ti [34–37], and56Ni [32,37] nuclei.

The large deformation needed to reproduce the energy
spectra of thea particles supports the fact that the CN is
extremely deformed and can undergo the FF process even in
this light heavy-ion mass regionsAø60d. This means that
this process should be included in the various statistical-
model codes treating the reaction mechanisms, already in-
cluded in the transition state model[1] as well as in the
extended Hauser-Feshbach method[4]. Work is in progress
to describe in a similar manner the light charged particle and
neutron data as measured in coincidence with the binary
fragments.

FIG. 16. In-plane and out-of plane angular correlations for neu-
trons, protons, anda particles detected in coincidence with the ERs
s18øZø24d emitted atulab=10°. The arrows indicate the emission
angle of the ERs. The full and dashed lines correspond to the results
obtained withCACARIZO using parameter setsB andA, respectively.

FIG. 17. In-plane and out-of
plane angular correlations for pro-
tons anda particles detected with
ERs having Z=21, 22, and 23.
The arrows indicate the emission
angle of the ERs. The full lines
correspond to the results obtained
with CACARIZO using the param-
eter setB.
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